Miata vacuum hose
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reply. Posted AM. My engine idle went to hell last weekend dropping to rpm I had to heel-toe
just to keep it from dying on the way home. I'm hoping its just a vacuum leak but, I'm worried it
might not be that simple. I figured I'd go buy some bulk vacuum hose, and caps and replace
things one by one until I found the leak or don't. There was no noticable change in behavior
off-idle. So, I haven't lost all hope. Does anyone know the inside diameters required for all
hoses not including the brake assist lines. These will just be temporary. OTOH, if its something
more sinister there might not be much point in a new set of hoses. Tom: Before I started
replacing hoses wholesale, I'd get someone to sit in the car to keep it running while you start
looking for the vacuum leak. From the sound of it, I'd bet on a hose that has come completely
off brake booster? Rick- Makes sense. I haven't had a chance to even lift the hood yet. I live a
small ways from the local parts store, but I drive past it on my way home from work. So, I was
just going to pick up the bulk bits on my way home to save myself a trip in the morning. Can't
hurt to have a few feet of each size spare hose in the parts bin, anyway But, it certainly makes
sense to look for gross faults disconnected hoses, broken PCV, etc before looking for harder to
find stuff. I have a vacuum guage, too LarryKing Veteran Member Members 2, posts. How old is
the battery, and are you certain your charging system is working correctly? Battery was new in
Car turned over fine not sluggish or weak all day Monday, even at 5am when it was 32F. I
normally keep it on a trickle charger, but I forgot to put it back on after I got it back from paint
thanksgiving week. When I pulled it out of the shop last week the battery was very low 4 weeks
without a charge , and I barely got it started without needing a jump. After 5 minutes off-idle, I
had to shut it off for a minute. Restart was strong So, based on those two observations, that I
think the battery and charging system is working fine. At least up until Monday. I suppose the
alternator or regulator could have failed during the day. They were full bright: no dimming over
time, or dimming at normal idle rpm I think all that suggests its okay. But, its a good point and
I'll check it anyway, to be sure. Posted PM. While searching over on miata. According to the HT
kit documentation the kit includes: 3. But, I'm guessing 10 feet of 3. Turns out it was a crack in
the air inlet tube that goes from the afm to the throttle body. The crack was in the corregated
section. Need an account? Register now! I've forgotten my password. Remember me This is not
recommended for shared computers. Sitting in my car, warming the engine up, the Check
Engine Light came on. Found out that one of the most common problems for this is error code
P, which you can of course read about at Miata. It's supposed to happen to higher mileage cars,
at about 50, miles. The worst that could happen is that I cleaned the manifold, and it was still on,
meaning it was some problem that I would've had to take to the dealer anyway. So, with that, I
think I'm entitled to an extra gift for the car, from what I saved! Of course, I've read that the
procedure was easy, but I still doubt my technical ability. Plus, it's the engine - what if I do
something wrong and blow it up?! Let me tell you, as you've probably read, it is a fairly
straightforward job. I completed this in two hours, with no prior engine experience except for
changing the spark plugs! I'm so inexperienced, I had to ask the members at MiataForum. I
searched for pics of this done, but couldn't find any, so I did them myself, and I did pictures of
almost every single thing to make it for folks like me! It also helped me back track for
reinstallation afterwards. I just switched from glasses to contact lenses, so I never wore work
goggles before though I probably should. So I forgot that glasses gave me a sense of security
for basic work. It wasn't like I was cutting wood or anything. Nevertheless, don't be stupid and
neglect your eyes! Wear goggles, at least when cleaning the manifold with the throttle body
cleaner. I sprayed some in a little corner of the manifold, and some shot back at my face. Wear
eye protection! Some of the pictures may seem out of order, but I took pictures as I was
uninstalling stuff and some that I forgot as I was putting thing back on. As of writing this, I
rearranged the pictures so that the install makes more sense. So if you see one pic where a
hose or bolt has been removed, and then a following pic where it's back on, please disregard
the background stuff. Just notice what I'm immediately discussing. Notice step 12, when
removing bolts, I placed then in an order I could follow similar to the engine. You might want to
do the same to help you put them back. Back to the Garage 17 January, Step 1: Here's a picture
of the intake manifold. I'm just going to take the top half off, which is the primary target of
cleaning. Step 2: Being timid, I first did easy stuff. I took the flathead screwdriver, and lifted the
white snap-ins that hold this bundle of wires to the engine. It was blocking the middle bolt on
the driver's side of the manifold from my ratchet. Step 3: A 10mm bolt here. Remove it to
disconnect the bracket. After the bracket was removed, I put the bolt back so I wouldn't lose it!
Also use it to loosen the bolt on the black air intake tubing, to remove it from the throttle body.

Step 4: At the front of the throttle body on the driver's side, I disconnected two black
connectors. You have to pinch them a little to remove them. The smaller on is on the bottom,
and IIRC, you pinch it on the sides. The larger one has a one button on it, and press that down,
and you can pull it out. Step 5: Unplugged the vacuum lines. Nothing spilled out of them, so I
didn't plug them or anything. Note, I worked on my car in the morning and it had sat all night
prior. You can use pliers or your fingers to squeeze and pull back the hose clamps. After that,
twist them back and forth a bit to break the "seal". After that it should slide right off. Step 6:
There's a small rubber hose that runs from the throttle body to some sensors on the passenger
side. I disconnected it midway, just because it was easier. From age, it was a little stuck, so I
used a flathead screwdriver to help separate it. Got in between and twisted. Step 7: Under the
throttle body is a small black hose. Disconnect this, again I used a flathead screwdriver to help
me out. There's another hose similar to this on on the back side of the manifold. Take this one
off too! Step 8: This cable connects to the throttle. Take the lever and push it forward to loosen
the cable clockwise, standing on the passenger side. There should then be enough slack to fully
remove it, by moving the cable out of it's feed, and pulling out the small anchor that little
cylindrical thing. Step 9: Remove the 2 nuts from the top of the throttle body, and the two bolts
at the bottom of the throttle body. If you want, remove the two coolant hoses I wasn't
particularly interested in cleaning the throttle body, so I left them on and just placed the TB out
of the way. You should now be able to remove the throttle body for cleaning. Step Six 14mm
bolts line the left and right side of the intake manifold. Remove these! Isn't this tough?! Step
Underneath the throttle body area is a black bracket. Remove the two bolts faced upwards into
the bottom of the intake's inlet. Step Here you can see that I've layed out all the parts in relation
to the engine. From left to right: two bolts from bracket under the throttle body, two lower bolts
from the throttle body, two upper nuts from the throttle body, two front bolts from the manifold,
one small bolt from the bracket on top of the manifold, two bolts from the middle of the
manifold, and two bolts from the rear of the manifold. Step Carefully remove the top of the
manifold, it came right off for me. In this picture, you can see the thin metal gasket sitting on the
bottom of the manifold. This is what you want to avoid damaging the most. Step Here's the top
of the throttle body, hmm, not too dirty. Step Looking at the bottom, I'm pointing to the
offending hole. This is the one that will require mass amounts of throttle body cleaner. It was
totally clogged at the small end see step below. When spraying the cleaner, protect your eyes
and be careful! Also, I noticed that you should spray and wipe, as well as pour out the loosened
liquid cleaner immediately. When I sprayed it, it would loosen the gunk, but evaporate quickly,
and allow the carbon to redry onto the surface in a thin, hard to scrub film. Step Looking into
the inlet of the manifold, you want to find this hole, roughly 4mm in size. It's on the right side of
the tube. This is the other end of the hole. Of course, make sure to clean all other holes as well,
the rest should be easy to spot by looking for the hoses that connect to the manifold on the
outside. Step This one area had more carbon buildup then the rest of the manifold top alone!
After cleaning and loosening the crud with throttle body cleaner, I started sticking Q-tips into
pull out loosened buildup. This is a picture of the 4th Q-tip used! Still plenty of gunk! Since the
hole isn't straight through, you can't really judge how clean it is. So I used a flashlight in a dark
room, and stuck it in one side of the hole. If I saw a good reflection, I just assumed it was clean
enough and the sides weren't covered up. Step At the matching hole for the lower part of the
intake manifold, I sprayed a tiny bit of TB cleaner in and used a Q-tip. Cleaned as much as I
could, but wasn't as effective as the top manifold. Some people warn not to spray in here, as the
gunk will get into the engine. Others have said it only made their engine run rough for a few
minutes afterwards, but it then went away. Your decision here. The TB cleaner didn't loosen it
up enough for me, so next time, I'd probably just use a Q-tip alone. Step There were many
writeups on this procedure, but I happened to follow the post written by DudeFish. Instructions
were to locate the lower manifold butterfly valves, move them and make noises, so in homage,
here it is - "Vroom, vroom!! Thanks again, DudeFish! Putting it all back together took about 20
minutes. As you will have noticed many of the bolts are simply to hold things in place, so they
don't need to be super tight. The bolts that hold the intake manifold together need to be torqued
to a specific number. I've been notified as of May 28, - thanks Darron that the torque for all
12mm bolts should be set to ft-lbs. Lastly, screw all bolts on a little at a time, similar to when
you put the lugs back on for a wheel. For example, I lightly screwed in all bolts, then tightened a
corner bolt, then the one opposite corner from it, etc. This helped to evenly screw in the bolts
correctly. This provides a more consistent pressure and is less likely to cause warping or
misalignment. First, buy one of these parts off of Amazon. Do it. As someone who fought this
code for months, did everything else listed in this, including testing this part and it seemingly
working, changing this part fixed it. So our MAP sensor is out of range. Sure do, but NB Miatas
have something called a boost sensor. For our cars with zero boost. This is the MAP sensor.

The boost sensor connects to the boost solenoid that part I linked to before which regulates the
air going into this sensor. One simple way to see if your boost sensor is working is by
bypassing the boost solenoid and running the vacuum line directly from the manifold to the
sensor. You might have a clogged port. And if it did change, you still might have an
occasionally clogged port if the code is inconsistent at turning on. With the solenoid still
bypassed, see if your idle has changed. If it has, it likely means your bottom port is clogged up.
So I would still recommend replacing the vacuum line before going out and dropping a bunch of
money on a sensor that could be fine. This is the first and cheapest step. Get a few cans of
throttle body cleaner and follow these instructions:. Make sure a
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ll the ports are clean. It is not part of the upper half of the intake you just pulled off. While the
upper intake is off, clean the EGR on the back too. You can also clean out the throttle body and
idle air control on the front. When putting it all back together, replacing the gaskets would be a
good idea. Fixing this code is about vacuum, and a vacuum leak from a gasket is still possible.
Some places sell kits that include all the vacuum lines. One thing to note replacing these hoses,
the brake booster vacuum line has a check valve in it. Makes sure to pull it out of the old hose
and put it in the new one the correct direction. Reset the check engine light once more. Drive
around and hope for the best. Most of the forums strongly recommend only getting the OEM for
that sensor. Skip to content First, buy one of these parts off of Amazon. Cleaning the intake
manifold This is the first and cheapest step. Replacing the Vacuum Lines Some places sell kits
that include all the vacuum lines.

